Prestige Poles and Posts

PRESTIGE POWER POLES

- Power Poles stand between the floor and ceiling and can be integrated with Interact Underfloor Power as part of a co-ordinated Cable Management system
- Particularly suited to raised floors and suspended ceilings, but can also be used with solid floors and ceilings
- Secured to the floor by a load plate
- A jacking assembly allows adjustment for varying ceiling heights as well as to secure it to the ceiling
- An extension bar is required for stability where the height exceeds 3.6 metres
- Outlet boxes can be located at virtually any height on the poles, so power and data points, light switches and accessory housings can be positioned quickly and easily at the optimum level for efficient operation
- All PVC extrusions manufactured from 100% recycled material*

PRESTIGE POWER POSTS

- Power Posts stand neatly on the floor and accept cables from below. They are ideal for raised floors but can also be installed on solid surfaces, fed for example from Cablelink Plus Screeded Floor Systems
- Fit unobtrusively under desks, and a single unit will provide up to twelve outlets for any combination of power and data points, light switches and accessory housings
- All PVC extrusions manufactured from 100% recycled material*

* Based on 2014 consumption.

Prestige Power Poles

PPA100WHI 1
POWER POLE ASSEMBLY WITH WHITE PAINTED ALUMINIUM BODY, WHITE PVC-U COVER AND 6 OUTLET BOXES

PPA100ALM 1
POWER POLE ASSEMBLY WITH ANODISED ALUMINIUM BODY, WHITE AND CHARCOAL PVC-U COVERS AND 6 OUTLET BOXES

PPT650WHI 1
POWER POST ASSEMBLY WITH WHITE PAINTED ALUMINIUM BODY, WHITE PVC-U COVER AND 5 OUTLET BOXES

PPT650ALM 1
POWER POST ASSEMBLY WITH ANODISED ALUMINIUM BODY, WHITE AND CHARCOAL PVC-U COVERS AND 5 OUTLET BOXES
To allow flexibility in matching interior design and colour schemes, the pole and post bodies are available in a white epoxy coated or natural anodised aluminium finish, and the PVCu component covers come in charcoal or white.

The bodies accept a variety of co-ordinated accessories from MK’s slim profile Edge and flawless Aspect ranges, to the Logic Plus range, as well as all other MK accessory ranges.

A matching MCB/RCD housing unit is available, also in charcoal or white.
CASE STUDY

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

This UK-based designer was looking to create a home environment with modern and abstract design touches to the fore. The highly contemporary interiors demanded something out of the ordinary, something unusual but nevertheless striking. MK was commissioned to manufacture working designs based on sketches from the client. The outcome was a customised range of products – both sockets and switches – that delivered both a uniqueness of design and that essential modern feel.

Available on a worldwide basis, the MK Design Service is supported by a dedicated team to ensure the seamless delivery of your chosen products.

To find out more visit www.mkelectric.co.uk